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Fully waterproof design.
Perfect for outdoor settings,

Includes a handy carabiner for easy hanging

including campgrounds,

from a backpack or travel bag, or even

fishing trips, and open-air festivals.

from a coat hanger at home.

Great backup around town
in case of unexpected weather.

Unique sole design provides reinforcementat
the heels for sure footing and a clear sense of
the terrain while walking.

Each pair folds up and stows away
into a convenient carrying case.
As simple to keep in a bag or
purse as a compact travel umbrella.
So easy, you’ ll want to take these boots
everywhere you go!

So Convenient, You’ ll Want to Take Them Everywhere!

Lightweight and Compact Portable Boots
We’ ve designed these boots using natural rubber to ensure excellent water-resistance and an easily foldable construction.
Our form-fitting design keeps the boots snug all the way from your calves to your toes, for pleasant, comfortable walking.
And, most impressive of all, the weight of both boots together is no greater than an average-sized plastic bottled drink.
The boots can be easily stowed inside the included carrying case, which features a handy carabiner for easy attachment to backpacks, etc.
These boots are perfect for use in all kinds of outdoor settings, including campgrounds, fishing trips, and open-air festivals.
They also provide great backup in case of sudden rainstorms or other inclement weather, making these boots a stylish
and reliable option for the urban trekker as well.

As Easy to Carry Around as a Single Bottled Drink

The boots are carefully

Slip off the elastic bands

Remove the folded boots

tucked away in the included

and loosen the drawstring.

from the case.

Unroll each boot.

The boots are now
ready to wear.

carrying case.

The carabiner-equipped
carrying case can be used
to store your other pair of shoes
while the boots are in use.

Drawstring

Waterproof

Out sole

Carrying case comes equipped with a drawstring

Entire body of each boot incorporates natural rubber

Rubber soles provide excellent grip and flexibility.

to keep boots or shoes in and other things out.

for a completely waterproof design.

Reinforced heels allow for use in a wide variety of terrain.

Twelve Pair
Body/Exterior: Natural Rubber, Synthetic Rubber; Interior: Nylon
Hood, Drawstring: Nylon, Polypropylene,Polyester
* Regarding Catalog Information: Actual product color may vary slightly
from images seen here due to catalog printing process.
* Product specifications may change without prior notice.
* Measurements provided in the size chart are estimates only.

